House Republican Alliance
Recommendation Sheet
The purpose of the House Republican Alliance is to preserve and strengthen the
traditional principles and values of the Republican Party through the NH House of
Representatives and throughout the state of NH, including fiscal restraint, personal
freedom and responsibility, small government, free enterprise and strong families.
We offer the following recommendations based on those principles, the Republican
Party Platform and the NH and Federal Constitutions.
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SB366, requiring an audit of ballots cast in the 2022 primary and general election. Vote:
HRA Analysis: Confidence in election integrity supports and protects our status in the nation. Platform: We believe that
New Hampshire, with her rock-solid values and proud history of political activism, must preserve her First In The Nation
Primary position.
HRA Recommendation: Support
SB401, (New Title) making appropriations to the department of transportation for local highway aid and to the bodyworn and dashboard camera fund, permitting the department of transportation to operate dash cameras in fleet vehicles,
and relative to the duration of unemployment benefits. Vote:
HRA Analysis: This bill supports a rich developer by connecting a $4 million road to the Balsams resort. Constitution:
Part I, Art. 10, Government being instituted for the common benefit, protection, and security, of the whole community,
and not for the private interest or emolument of any one man, family, or class of men.
HRA Recommendation: Oppose
HB103, establishing a dental benefit under the state Medicaid program. Vote:
HRA Analysis: Platform: Support the repeal of Obamacare and oppose its implementation in New Hampshire.
HRA Recommendation: Oppose
HB1256, (Second New Title) relative to positions within the department of military affairs and veterans services, making
an appropriation to the state regenerative manufacturing workforce development fund, and adjusting and making an
appropriation relative to the medicaid reimbursement rates for ambulance services. Vote:
HRA Analysis: The State Regenerative Manufacturing Workforce Development Fund is a thinly veiled handout to a
particular well connected business. Constitution: Part I, Art. 10, Government being instituted for the common benefit,
protection, and security, of the whole community, and not for the private interest or emolument of any one man, family,
or class of men.
HRA Recommendation: Oppose
HB1421, relative to lead in school drinking water. Vote:
HRA Analysis: This is an unfunded mandate upon public schools and a forced expense on private facilities.
Constitution: [Art.] 28-a. [Mandated Programs.] The state shall not mandate or assign any new, expanded or modified
programs or responsibilities to any political subdivision in such a way as to necessitate additional local expenditures by
the political subdivision unless such programs or responsibilities are fully funded by the state or unless such programs or
responsibilities are approved for funding by a vote of the local legislative body of the political subdivision.
HRA Recommendation: Oppose
HB1431, establishing the parental bill of rights. Vote:
HRA Analysis: This bill reaffirms the position of parents as the natural and primary custodians of their minor children.
Constitution: [Art.] 3. [Society, its Organization and Purposes.] When men enter into a state of society, they surrender up
some of their natural rights to that society, in order to ensure the protection of others; and, without such an equivalent,
the surrender is void.
HRA Recommendation: Support
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HB1466, relative to the off-label use of prescription drugs and relative to pharmacy prescriptions. Vote:
HRA Analysis: This bill confirms our state's strong support for shared decision making between healthcare
professionals and their patients. Platform: Minimize business regulations, permits, licenses and paperwork.
HRA Recommendation: Support
HB1476, (New Title) relative to release of a defendant pending trial. Vote:
HRA Analysis: Two time previously charged is not equal to two times convicted. As such the bill violates
constitutional due process protections.
HRA Recommendation: Oppose
HB1487, relative to the procedure for withdrawal from the vaccine registry. Vote:
HRA Analysis: While the state should not have a registry, this provides a path out (likely leaving a trail of your exit).
Constitution: Part I, Article 2-b, [Right of Privacy.] An individual’s right to live free from governmental intrusion in
private or personal information is natural, essential, and inherent.
HRA Recommendation: Support
HB1627, (Second New Title) establishing an education freedom account program administrator in the department of
education and making an appropriation therefor. Vote:
HRA Analysis: This position is needed to provide necessary administration and coordination at the Department of
Education for Education Freedom Accounts. The EFA administrator shall coordinate and provide technical assistance to
guide students, parents, and the scholarship organizations, as well as providing a resource for information on the
program. Our platform supports and encourages education freedom accounts, parental rights and the ability for parents to
control the education of their children.
HRA Recommendation: Support
HB1661, (Sixth New Title) relative to regional career technical education agreements, an appropriation for preliminary
work for a new legislative parking garage, health and human services, establishing an extraordinary need grant for
schools, the release of a defendant pending trial, training and procedures for zoning and planning boards, and financial
investments and incentives for affordable housing development. Vote:
HRA Analysis: Constitution Part II, Art. 5. This does not qualify as "wholesome and reasonable" as set out in our
Constitution. Constitution Part 1, Article 12 - Protection and Taxation Reciprocal - No part of a man's property shall be
taken from him or applied to public uses without his own consent of that of the representative body of the people.
HRA Recommendation: Oppose
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